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by Rexdl · October 1, 2021Current Version: 3.17 b149File size: 54 MB | 53 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.com Enter a mesmerising trance of co-dependence in Duet. The rules are simple: control two vessels in sync, survive against all odds and keep calm.Selected for the PAX Prime, PAX East & PAX Australia Indie Showcases Mobile Game of the Year
2013 – Kotaku Best Games of 2013 – The New Yorker4.5/5 – Touch Arcade 4.5/5 – 148 Apps 4.5/5 – App Smile 4/5 – App Spy“…few other games are as fun when you succeed.” — The New Yorker“It feels as designed as a raindrop, and just as perfect.” — Ben Kuchera, Polygon“Duet does what the best video games do.” — Kotaku“Highly
Recommended.” — Penny Arcade Report“Duet looks hard as nails. And I love it.” — Touch Arcade“Duet is a must-have.” — 148 Apps“Shiel’s soundtrack … is as innovative as the game it scores.” — Jake Cleland, The Vine“Your eyes, ears, and thumbs were built to perform this Duet together.” — Indie Games“…Duet’s plaintive and melancholic
aesthetic imbues it with a sense of the profound.” — CVG“But while the aesthetic of Duet is familiar, the gameplay is all new.” — Pocket Gamer“It is fantastic.” — Tim Rogers“Instant love. Instant.” — Mark Serrels“It looks positively mind bending, and also, a really good time.” — App SpyYour survival is dependent on protecting two vessels – they are
devices in sync, a dance and song between two entities tethered together in symbiosis. Feel edge of your seat terror where the world around you becomes quiet and numb as all that matters is the game living between your palms — that is Duet.% EIGHT CHAPTERSExperience eight chapters of deceptive narrative and nerve-twisting gameplay. Replay
any stage to perfect your movements and unlock over 25 achievements. This is a game that will test you. Unlock the Survival mode, Daily Challenges and four additional chapters of bonus challenges.% PERFECT GAMEPLAYWith air tight controls and gameplay that’s tuned to perfection Duet provides the perfect balance between challenge and pure
gaming satisfaction. Touch either side of the screen to twist your vessels and avoid everything in your path. Remember: even that which begins simple can end complex.% HYPNOTIC AUDIOAn outstanding handcrafted soundtrack by Melbourne composer and Gotye multi-instrumentalist Tim Shiel. Nine unique and mesmerizingly beautiful
compositions ensure an immersive experience for you at every step of your journey.% FULLY FEATURED– Full Google Play Game Services sync support – sync your progress across all your devices. – Phones and Tablet support – play everywhere. – Compete with Google Play Game Services across the Survival mode and Daily Challenges
leaderboards.% GO PREMIUMDuet is free to download and play with some advertisements between gameplay. However, you may pay a once-off in-app purchase to unlock “Duet Premium”. This will remove all advertisements from the game, unlock Survival mode for endless score chasing delight, the Daily Challenges feature and four bonus challenge
chapters. You will also help support more independent development of video games.% ABOUT KUMOBIUSSelected for the Indie Showcase at PAX Aus and a finalist in both Game Design and Audio for the Freeplay Festival. This is another award-winning title from the team behind Time Surfer & Bean’s Quest. We call Duet a “Hex-like” in honour of
Terry Cavanagh’s contribution to the medium of games and exploration of genres.% ABOUT TIM SHIELTim Shiel is a composer/producer based in Melbourne. Tim is known to some as Faux Pas, the moniker under which he released a steady stream of constantly shifting electronic music for many years. He is also known for his work as a broadcaster
at Melbourne independent radio station 3RRR FM, and for his recent role as multi-instrumentalist in Gotye’s live band.% SUPPORTSay [email protected] we’d love to hear from you! And follow us onBug fixes and minor tweaks. App market for 100% working mods. Accelerated for downloading big mod files. What is HappyMod ? How does it work?
This is a simple game to test the reaction. In the game, you control a circle composed of blue and red, the game is the request is to click the left and right screen to circular clockwise or counterclockwise rotation to escape the falling white lumps. When gradually immersed after I looked at the rotation of the two-color ball, this is a full of philosophy of
the game. Ignorance, negation, anger, negotiation, sin, frustration, hope, acceptance. From ignorance to acceptance. Trust, understanding, control, personality, enterprising, familiar, honest, adaptable, extraordinary. From trust to transcendence. You seem to see the trajectory of life. Even if the changes in front of the complex ulterior motives, the
way to deal with may be very simple, so that your red and blue ball rhythmic rhythm. It seems that the thrilling process, only to see a magnificent performance, he is not in them. But did not expect the end of the unexpected surprise suddenly burst or destroyed the whole show, somewhat dramatic. The red or blue ball hits the white pillar and the
heart shines for it. After customs clearance, between trance, like a cycle. The last symbol of the red and blue leaves of yin and yang, rotation, merged into a light spot. Just as the beginning of the game, a spot, spin, split into two red and blue dots. cycle. Reincarnation. How it feels like I'm talking like a god stick may be affected by the mysterious
mystery of the game music, the background of the rotation and the impact of each heart of a chicken soup. In short, you can treat it as a casual game. But when you are more immersed in the game, but also have a different kind of experience and fun. Android 2.3 + Version: 3.2.1 57.5Mb Download (57.5Mb) Add premium version! Duet (Premium)sign in mesmerizing trance and experience the narrow interdependence of entities in the fun Duet. Rules of the elementary: Edit the 2 both ambulant vessels survive in spite of everything and take care of indifference. If you were familiar with Flappy Bird game, you can try playing Duet to-challenge yourself. Duet is among the arcade games that can
inhibit the player.-Unlike some different arcade games, you just control a character or an object.-With Duet, you will have to control two objects. Maybe you feel easy, but the-game can make you feel interested.Special shapes and soundDuet is a mobile game that was offered by Kumobius – a game developers based in Melbourne. You can download on
mobile devices that run on Android and iOS Operating Systems. But with iOS Operating System, you will pay a small fee ($2.99) to install on your smartphone. Duet is also developed on Table. In addition, you can play the game everywhere without the Internet connection.Background of the game is black with many different shapes that can move.
Thank to this, the game has become alive. White obstacles are constantly appeared. The publisher has used two orbs are red and blue that are the striking colors of the game. Interface is very simple but the game still impresses the players. Besides, music of Duet is very special because it was composed by Tim Shiel – a composer based in Melbourne
and multi – instrumentalist in Gotye’s live band. Nine unique compositions make the player immerse in the game. You can turn off the music or sound in Setting section, if you want.Simple gameplay but you don’t overcome easilyDuet has the simple gameplay, the players just need to control the red and blue orbs, guide them to avoid the obstacles. But
two orbs are two entities tethered together in symbiosis. The first orb can overcome the obstacles without difficulty, but the second orb won’t be easy. Touch either side of the screen so that your orbs move to the left or right. The orbs have to keep intact, if you want to overcome a level. Your level is reset and you have to come back to the starting line
when an orb crashes into the obstacle. At some levels, the obstacles just move from top to bottom or horizontally. But others will be harder, the obstacles can revolve. The movement of the obstacles are very diverse. And they can leap on you anytime. Let’s be careful and try to avoid them when they approach you.On the other hand, the difficulty of
the game will increase. The higher your level is, the denser the white obstacles will be. This makes you move more hardly. But an important thing is rewards. At the high levels, the rewards which give you are very valuable. They can be a motivation of some players. Let’s find a right way at each level. 8 fascinating chaptersThe publisher has
challenged the players to 8 chapters in Story of the game, such as “Ignorance”, “Denial”, “Anger”, “Bargaining”, “Guilt” and so on. Each chapter has many different levels. And you can’t play the levels of the next chapter if you don’t pass all levels of the previous chapter. In addition, there are over 25 achievements so that you unlock. They can be the
big challenge for the player. Through your control of the orbs, the game will be a place where you test your observation skill.Duet is free to download, but some chapters and features need to be paid to play. When you have unlocked “Duet Premium”, all advertisements will be removed. At the same time, Survival mode, Daily Challenges and four
different chapters are also unlocked. They will bring much bonus for you. The amount of your payment can help the publisher to develop the game. There is a special feature in Duet. That is full sync support (both Android and iOS). Let’s sign in to sync your progress across many devices.Some tips for youThe first tip is to memorize the move of the
obstacles. Although there are a lot of moves, the move of each obstacle won’t chance at the same level if the player has to replay. So you should try to memorize the moves to have the best result and overcome quickly.Don’t forget the moves of two orbs. This is the second tip. Touch the right site to move counter clockwise, and vice versa. The speed
and the different position of the obstacles will make you be embarrassed. That is the difficulty of Duet. You can replay any level to practice and memorize the moves of the orbs.The last tip is the calmness. If you can’t pass the certain level many times, you may feel inhibited. You need to find the reason that you lost then. Besides, you need to have a
good strategy to replay that level. The calmness and the strategies are important elements that help the players to win. Sound of the game can also break your concentration. So let’s consider turning on music.Control two orbs and survive against all obstacles. The gameplay is simple, but Duet MOD APK still is the famous game that has received
many awards. Design, effect and the soundtrack of the game helped the game to become famous and attract many players. Besides, the difficulty of each level will bring interesting things for the player. The obstacles move in the different directions and speed which will be the challenge for you. Immerse in a journey in Duet with many challenges.In
addition, Duet carries the elements of strategy. Overcoming each level isn’t easy. That can take a lot of your time. The player can’t know beforehand how the move of the obstacles will be. You need to memorize the way that they moved and have your own strategies. Therefore, the game will help you to train your brain and increase your reflex and
memory abilities. Moreover, the player can challenge their family and friends to pass the fixed level. This match will be very happy but still dramatic.Let’s discover and experience the difficulty of Duet now.
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